We study and look for similarities between the response rates R dS (a 0 ,⌳) and R SdS (a 0 ,⌳,M ) of a static scalar source with constant proper acceleration a 0 interacting with a massless, conformally coupled KleinGordon field ͑i͒ in de Sitter spacetime, in the Euclidean vacuum, which describes a thermal flux of radiation emanating from the de Sitter cosmological horizon and ͑ii͒ in Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime, in the Gibbons-Hawking vacuum, which describes thermal fluxes of radiation emanating from both the hole and the cosmological horizons, respectively, where ⌳ is the cosmological constant and M is the black hole mass. After performing the field quantization in each of the above spacetimes, we obtain the response rates at the tree level in terms of an infinite sum of zero-energy field modes possessing all possible angular momentum quantum numbers. In the case of de Sitter spacetime, this formula is worked out and a closed, analytical form is obtained. In the case of Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime such a closed formula could not be obtained, and a numerical analysis is performed. We conclude, in particular, that R dS (a 0 ,⌳) and R SdS (a 0 ,⌳,M ) do not coincide in general, but tend to each other when ⌳→0 or a 0 →ϱ. Our results are also contrasted and shown to agree ͑in the proper limits͒ with related ones in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known from classical electrodynamics that accelerated electric charges radiate as seen by an inertial observer in Minkowski spacetime. However, according to the equivalence principle, a uniformly accelerated charge is seen by a comoving observer as being static in a ''uniform gravitational field,'' and thus it is not expected to radiate. In the classical context, this apparent paradox was worked out in some detail by Rohrlich, Fulton ͓1͔, and Boulware ͓2͔.
The same problem has also been analyzed in a quantum context ͓3͔, in terms of photon emission rates, using the fact that an observer comoving with a uniformly accelerated charge views the latter as immersed in a Fulling-DaviesUnruh ͑FDU͒ thermal bath ͓4,5͔. More specifically, the interaction of the static charge ͑as computed by comoving observers͒ with the FDU thermal bath results in the absorption and stimulated emission of zero-energy Rindler photons, which, although unobservable, nevertheless exactly account for the usual photon emission described by an inertial observer.
A particularly interesting arena to study interactions between sources and radiation is the vicinity of black holes, where the presence of nontrivial classical and quantum effects offers a wealth of conceptual and technical challenges. In this setting, it has recently been shown that the response R Sch (a 0 ,M ) of a pointlike static scalar source with proper acceleration a 0 outside a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M interacting with massless scalar particles of Hawking radiation ͑associated with the Unruh vacuum͒ is exactly the same as the response R M (a 0 )ϵq 2 a 0 /4 2 ͑in natural units, where q is a small coupling constant͒ of such a source when it is uniformly accelerated with the same proper acceleration in the inertial vacuum of Minkowski spacetime or, equivalently, when it is static in the FDU thermal bath of the Rindler spacetime ͓6͔. This is surprising because structureless static scalar sources can only interact with zero-energy field modes; such modes probe the global geometry of spacetime and are accordingly quite different in Schwarzschild and Rindler spacetimes. Indeed, this equivalence is not verified, e.g., when either ͑i͒ the Unruh vacuum is replaced by the Hartle-Hawking vacuum ͓6͔, ͑ii͒ the black hole is endowed with electric charge ͓7͔ or ͑iii͒ the massless Klein-Gordon field is replaced with electromagnetic ͓8͔ or massive KleinGordon ͓9͔ ones. It is hitherto unclear whether the equivalence found in Ref. ͓6͔ is only a remarkable coincidence or if there is something deeper behind it. This circumstance has motivated us to study whether or not the equivalence would persist when one includes the presence of a cosmological constant, i.e., by replacing Schwarzschild with Schwarzschild-de Sitter ͑SdS͒ spacetime and Minkowski with de Sitter spacetime.
SdS spacetime may be viewed as describing a spherically symmetric black hole immersed in a universe with a positive cosmological constant ⌳Ͼ0. It has attracted much attention lately on account of recent type Ia supernovae and cosmic microwave background observations ͓10͔ indicating that the Universe at large scale has ͑approximately͒ flat spatial geometry and is in accelerated expansion. These data suggest the existence of some background form of energy ͑''dark energy''͒ with negative pressure. The most plausible scenarios to describe this energy include the existence of a positive cosmological constant and quintessence fields. Although in the latter case the energy density of the dark energy is allowed to change in time, in many models this variation can be neglected for astrophysically relevant scales. In other words, when considering objects such as black holes, one can for most purposes assume the presence of an effective, positive cosmological constant. In light of these facts, the interest in considering SdS black holes becomes clear.
In this paper we consider a static, pointlike source interacting with a conformally coupled, massless Klein-Gordon field in both de Sitter and SdS spacetimes. Quantum field theory in de Sitter spacetime has been much studied in the literature ͓11͔. In this case, we take the field state to be the Euclidean vacuum ͑see, e.g., Ref. ͓12͔͒ describing a thermal bath as seen by static observers. Our calculations in de Sitter closely follow those of Higuchi ͓13͔, but our presentation is somewhat different. In particular, it is useful for our purposes to derive the response rate of our pointlike source at a generic position inside the cosmological radius. In the SdS case, there are two main technical hindrances in considering the quantization of the Klein-Gordon field. The first one is the definition of what we shall call the Gibbons-Hawking vacuum ͓14͔. This state describes a situation in which we have thermal fluxes emanating from both the hole and the cosmological event horizons. As usually, the related temperatures are proportional to the corresponding surface gravities h and c . Because in general h c , there are technical difficulties in defining such a state ͓14,15͔ in the whole SdS spacetime. However, for the region between the horizons one may devise an heuristic prescription to define it, since in realistic situations where black holes are formed by gravitational collapse in a de Sitter background, it is natural to expect the emission of thermal radiation from both horizons ͑see ͓14͔ for an outline and further justification for the mentioned prescription͒. We shall not dwell on these problems in this paper but simply assume that radiation emanates from both horizons at definite temperatures. The second technical difficulty is related with the quantization of the scalar field in SdS spacetime. Due to the spherical symmetry of the problem, the corresponding Klein-Gordon equation is easily separated, but its radial part, except for the near extremal case ͓16͔, does not appear to be amenable to analytical treatment. Accordingly, we shall proceed to its numerical resolution.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review some geometrical aspects of SdS and de Sitter spacetimes which will be useful for establishing the setting for our analysis and fixing notation. In Sec. III we present the general formalism to quantize a massless, conformally coupled scalar field in the background of interest. In Sec. IV we apply the formalism to de Sitter spacetime with the Euclidean vacuum, obtaining a simple, closed, analytical form for the response at the tree level of a static source interacting with the radiation from the cosmological horizon. In Sec. V, we apply the formalism to SdS spacetime with the GibbonsHawking vacuum and express the response of the static source in terms of a sum over the normal mode angular momenta, which is numerically evaluated. We then compare the behavior of this response with the one obtained in the de Sitter case ͑and with the related one obtained in Schwarzschild spacetime with the Unruh vacuum ͓6͔͒. Finally, in Sec. VI we finish with some conclusions. Throughout this paper, we adopt natural units (cϭGϭបϭk B ϭ1), the abstract index notation ͓17͔ and spacetime signature (ϩϪϪϪ).
II. THE BACKGROUNDS: de SITTER AND SCHWARZSCHILD-de SITTER
Before starting our central discussion, it will be useful to recall some geometrical features of de Sitter and SdS spacetimes. We shall briefly do so here, confining ourselves to the minimum of information necessary to our ends. For more details, see, e.g., Refs. ͓14,18͔.
de Sitter and SdS spacetimes are vacuum solutions of Einstein's field equations with a positive cosmological constant ⌳Ͼ0. Their line elements can be written as
with f (r)‫ۋ‬ f dS (r)ϭ1Ϫ⌳r 2 /3 for de Sitter spacetime and f (r)‫ۋ‬ f SdS (r)ϭ1Ϫ2M /rϪ⌳r 2 /3 for SdS spacetime ͓19͔, where M denotes the mass of the corresponding black hole. Here, the ''time coordinate'' t and the ''angular coordinates '' and have their usual ranges, ϪϱϽtϽϩϱ, 0рϽ, 0рϽ2, and for our purposes the ''radial coordinate'' r must be restricted to non-negative values for which f (r) Ͼ0.
Let us first consider de Sitter spacetime. We begin by defining the de Sitter or cosmological radius at ␣ϵͱ3/⌳, and by noting that f (r)Ͼ0 implies 0рrϽ␣. The ''singularity'' at rϭ␣ is merely due to a bad choice of coordinates, and with an appropriate reparametrization ͓18͔ one can obtain the corresponding maximal analytic extension. This spacetime has topology S 3 ϫR and can be isometrically embedded as a one-sheeted hyperboloid in 5-dimensional Minkowski spacetime ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The coordinates (t,r,,) cover only part of de Sitter spacetime. The causal structure of de Sitter spacetime can be more readily visualized through the Penrose diagram in Fig. 2 . The origin of the polar coordinates, rϭ0, and past and future infinities I Ϫ and I ϩ are represented by vertical and horizontal borderlines, respectively. We note that the region labeled as I in Fig. 2 
and proper acceleration
͑3͒
It is thus clear that a static observer at rϭ0 follows indeed a geodesic. Let us now turn our attention to SdS spacetime. We shall assume that M /␣Ͻ1/ͱ27. The zeroes of f SdS (r) are, then, found at
where Aϵarccos͓Ϫ(27M 2 /␣ 2 ) 1/2 ͔ satisfies /2ϽAϽ. Here, r c and r h are associated with the cosmological and black hole horizons, respectively, and satisfy 0Ͻr h Ͻr c . Moreover, f SdS (r)Ͼ0 for r h ϽrϽr c . The causal structure of the SdS spacetime is clear in the Penrose diagram ͓14͔ displayed in Fig. 3 . We will be interested in the region I where a ϭ(‫ץ/ץ‬t) a is a global timelike future-directed Killing field. In SdS spacetime, static observers have 4-velocity u a ϭ( c c )
.
͑8͒
Note that static observers with rϭ(M ␣ 2 ) 1/3 follow geodesics (a SdS ϭ0), due to a balance between the cosmic repulsion and the black hole attraction.
III. RESPONSE OF A STATIC SOURCE INTERACTING WITH A SCALAR FIELD
Consider now the quantization of a massless, conformally coupled Klein-Gordon field ⌽(x ), in the background defined by Eq. ͑1͒, described by the action
where gϵdet͕g ab ͖, and Rϭ4⌳ϭ12/␣ 2 is the scalar curvature for both de Sitter and SdS spacetimes. The associated Klein-Gordon equation is
It is well known that quantum field theory takes a relatively simple form in globally hyperbolic, stationary spacetimes where, in particular, a well defined notion of particle can be given ͑see, e.g., Ref. ͓20͔, and references therein͒. This is the case for the shaded regions in Figs. 2 (0рr Ͻ␣) and 3 (r h ϽrϽr c ). For each such region, we shall look for a set of positive-frequency modes 
where the effective scattering potential V eff (r) is given by
Note that Eq. ͑12͒ admits, in general, two sets of independent solutions which will be labeled with iϭI, II. The u lm i (x ) modes are assumed to be orthonormalized with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product ͓12͔:
where n a is the future-directed unit vector normal to some fixed Cauchy surface ⌺. These modes and their respective complex conjugates form a complete orthonormal basis of the space of solutions of Eq. ͑10͒ in the regions of interest. As a result, we can expand the field operator as
where a lm i and a lm i † are annihilation and creation operators, respectively, and satisfy the usual commutation relations
The ''Boulware'' vacuum ͉0͘ is defined by a lm i ͉0͘ϭ0 for every i,,l and m. This is the state of ''no particles'' as defined by the static observers following integral curves of a . Let us consider now a pointlike static scalar source lying at (r 0 , 0 , 0 ) described by
where hϭϪ f Ϫ1 r 4 sin 2 is the determinant of the spatial metric induced on an equal t-time hypersurface ⌺ and q is a small coupling constant. This source is coupled to the KleinGordon field ⌽ (x ) via the interaction action
All the calculations will be carried out at the tree level. The total response, i.e., combined particle emission and absorption probabilities per unit proper time of the source, is given by
where
and is the total proper time of the source. Here A lm i em ϵ͗ilm͉Ŝ I ͉0͘ and A lm i abs ϵ͗0͉Ŝ I ͉ilm͘ are the emission and absorption amplitudes, respectively, of Boulware states ͉ilm͘, and the n i factors depend on the field state chosen in each case.
Structureless static sources described by Eq. ͑17͒ can only interact with zero-energy modes ͓3͔ and thus the response of the source in the Boulware vacuum vanishes. However, in the presence of a background thermal bath, the absorption and stimulated emission rates lead to a non-zero response. In order to deal with zero-energy modes, we need a ''regulator'' to avoid the appearance of intermediate indefinite results ͑for a more comprehensive discussion on the interaction of static sources with zero-energy modes, see Ref. ͓3͔͒. For this purpose, we let the coupling constant q oscillate with frequency 0 by replacing q with q 0 ϵͱ2q cos( 0 t) in Eq. ͑17͒ and take the limit 0 →0 at the end of our calculations. The factor ͱ2 has been introduced to ensure that the time average ͉͗q 0 (t)͉ 2 ͘ t ϭq 2 since the absorption and emission rates are functions of q 2 . Another equivalent regularization procedure is discussed in ͓21͔. A straightforward calculation using
IV. RESPONSE RATE IN de SITTER SPACETIME
We are now ready to consider the response rate of the static source in de Sitter spacetime. Taking f (r)‫ۋ‬ f dS (r) ϵ(1Ϫr 2 /␣ 2 ), the effective potential ͑13͒ becomes
We define a new coordinate zϭ␣/r, and use it to reexpress Eq. ͑12͒, with potential ͑22͒, in the form
which is just the associated Legendre equation. It has two sets of linearly independent solutions, P l i␣ (z) and Q l i␣ (z) ͑cf., e.g., Ref. ͓22͔͒, but only the latter is regular at rϭ0 (zϭϱ). Therefore we only consider modes of the form
where C l I are normalization constants to be fixed by requiring that the modes be orthonormal with respect to the KleinGordon inner product ͑14͒. The physical behavior of the normal modes ͑24͒ is clear: one may visualize them in the shaded region of Fig. 2 as emanating from the past horizon, scattering off the line rϭ0, and being reflected back to the future horizon. Alternatively, one may think of the modes ''in spatial terms'' as converging from a 2-sphere at rϭ␣ onto its center at rϭ0 and then spreading out to rϭ␣ again. Of course, the modes ''converge isotropically'' only for l ϭ0, but ''swirl around'' as they plunge in onto rϭ0 for l 0.
Let us now evaluate the normalization constants C l I . For this purpose we substitute the modes ͑24͒ into Eq. ͑14͒, where we choose ⌺ to be the tϭ0 hypersurface and we use the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics. We are then left with
In order to evaluate I l Ј , we use formula 8.703 of Ref. ͓22͔ to write
where we have defined
͑28͒
Here, F(a,b;c;x) denotes a hypergeometric function. By using f ␣ l (y), Higuchi ͓13͔ evaluated the integral
We now use Eq. ͑29͒ to compute I l Ј and substitute the result into Eq. ͑25͒. Apart from an unimportant global phase, we get
͑30͒
Next, we assume that the field is in the so-called ''Euclidean'' vacuum ͑also known as ''Bunch-Davies'' or ''BirrellDavies'' vacuum͒, which describes a thermal bath of temperature
as measured by the inertial observer at rϭ0 ͑see, e.g., Refs. ͓12,15,20͔, and references therein for further properties of this state͒. As a consequence, n
In order to compute the response ͑21͒, we recall that in de Sitter spacetime the sum will be restricted to the set of regular modes, i.e., with iϭI. Then, we use 0 l I (r 0 )
is obtained from Eq. ͑30͒, and the identity ͑cf. Eq. 8.332.1 in ͓22͔͒ ͉x⌫͑ix͉͒ 2 ϭx/sinh͑x ͒.
As a result, we obtain
where Q l (z) is the ordinary Legendre function. Now, we use the doubling formula ͓22͔ ⌫͑2x ͒ϭ2 2xϪ1
with xϵ(lϩ1)/2 in Eq. ͑32͒:
Finally, we use the identity ͓6͔
in Eq. ͑33͒ to obtain the final response as a function of the source's position:
͑35͒
For r 0 ϭ0 we recover the formula for the response of an inertial source in de Sitter spacetime, given in Ref. ͓13͔ . It is convenient to invert Eq. ͑3͒ to write the response in terms of the source's proper acceleration, which is a coordinateindependent observable in general relativity:
We note that when ␣a 0 ӷ1, i.e., when either the source approaches the cosmological horizon or the cosmological constant is small enough (␣ being accordingly large͒, we have
The right-hand side of Eq. ͑37͒ is independent of ␣ and acquires the same form as the response of a static source in the Rindler wedge ͑i.e., uniformly accelerated in Minkowski spacetime͒ interacting with a massless Klein-Gordon field in the usual inertial vacuum. To see why this occurs, let us first write from Eq. ͑3͒ the source's radial position as
Thus, for ␣a 0 ӷ1, we obtain r 0 Ϸ␣. Now, in this region, the de Sitter line element ͑1͒ reduces ͑apart from the angular piece͒ to the Rindler form
where ϵ␣ ln(1Ϫr 2 /␣ 2 ) 1/2 (ϪϱϽр0). Indeed, the proper distance between r 0 and the cosmological horizon is ␣ arctan͓1/(␣a 0 )͔ --→ ␣a 0 →ϱ 1/a 0 , which is precisely the proper distance between a static source in the Rindler wedge with proper acceleration a 0 and its horizon. This observation combined with the fact that the local temperature at the source ͑obtained by multiplying temperature ͑31͒ by the Tolman factor ͓23͔͒ corresponds to the temperature of the Fulling-Davies-Unruh thermal bath,
clarifies Eq. ͑37͒. In particular, the decrease in the temperature T dS ϭ1/(2␣) ͓cf. Eq. ͑31͔͒; when ␣ grows large is perfectly compensated by the source's approach to the horizon ͓cf. Eq. ͑38͔͒.
V. RESPONSE RATE IN SCHWARZSCHILD-de SITTER SPACETIME
We now turn to the field quantization in SdS spacetime and compare the response rate calculated in this case with the one obtained in the previous section ͓see Eq. ͑36͔͒. Similarly, we shall select Klein-Gordon orthonormalized modes of the form ͑11͒. Equation ͑12͒ with the effective scattering potential for SdS spacetime
admits, now, two sets of linearly independent regular solutions l i . We shall associate l I ϵ l → and l II ϵ l ← with purely ingoing modes emanating from the white hole horizon 
are the temperatures of the radiation from the hole and the cosmological horizons, respectively, with
being the surface gravities of the corresponding horizons, where rϵr h ϩr c . In this case, the response ͑21͒ can be written as
Equation ͑45͒ allows one to compute the response provided one has obtained the ͑normalized͒ modes. For numerical convenience, let us introduce a new coordinate
where ϵ(2␣ 2 r) Ϫ1 (r c ϩr)(r h ϩr). In terms of the new variable x, Eq. ͑12͒ is recast in the ''Schrödinger-like'' form
Near the horizons ͓and assuming the realistic case M Ӷ␣ ͑i.e., r h Ӷr c )], we have
Thus, in these regions the potential becomes exponentially suppressed, and we can approximate Eq. ͑47͒ by
This leads to the asymptotic behavior of the modes
2 are reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively, for the ''scattering problem'' defined by Eq. ͑47͒. They satisfy usual ''conservation of probability'' laws:
The normalization constants A l and B l can be obtained by imposing Klein-Gordon orthonormality of the modes l → and l ← with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product ͑14͒, where Eq. ͑47͒ is used to transform the resulting integrals into surface terms ͑see ͓7͔ for details͒. Then, by using Eqs. ͑50͒ and ͑51͒, we obtain A l ϭB l ϭ(2) Ϫ1 . The modes l → and l ← can be obtained numerically for small and different l values by evolving Eq. ͑47͒ with the effective potential ͑41͒ and the asymptotic forms ͑50͒ and ͑51͒. The corresponding total response R SdS can be obtained, then, from Eq. ͑45͒. We note that the larger the value of l, the higher the barrier of the scattering potential V eff SdS (r) ͓24͔ and therefore the main contributions come from modes with small l. How far we must sum over l in Eq. ͑45͒ to obtain a satisfactory numerical result will depend on how close to the black hole horizon the source lies. The closer to the horizon the further over l we must sum.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the response R SdS as a function of the source's proper acceleration a 0 for various values of ␣. As originally defined, a 0 is not a one-to-one function of the source's radial coordinate r 0 ͓cf. Eq. ͑8͔͒. In particular, note from Eq. ͑8͒ that a 0 →ϱ either when r→r h or r→r c . For the sake of clarity in the result presentation, we circumvent this feature by dropping ''͉ . ͉'' 's in Eq. ͑8͒. This is ''compensated'' by plotting the absolute value of R SdS . After this procedure, the response rate is kept unchanged but a 0 acquires negative sign between the ''equilibrium'' point r e ϭ(M ␣ 2 ) 1/3 ͑where a 0 ϭ0) and r c , becoming then a one-toone function of r 0 . In special, a 0 →ϱ when r 0 →r h , but a 0 →Ϫϱ when r 0 →r c . Moreover, we have ''compactified'' the range of the proper acceleration from (Ϫϱ,ϩϱ) to (0,1) by introducing the variable ͑a 0 ͒ϭ͓1Ϫtanh͑ a 0 ͔͒/2, which is a monotonic function of the source's proper acceleration a 0 ͑and where is a free parameter fixed by numerical convenience͒. The graph reveals that R SdS (a 0 ) tends to R Sch (a 0 )ϭq 2 ͉a 0 ͉/4 2 as ␣→ϱ, i.e., the response for a source in SdS spacetime approaches the one in Schwarzschild spacetime ͑in the Unruh vacuum͒ when the cosmological constant goes to zero ͑provided the source keeps the same proper acceleration͒. This result would be quite expected if we assumed that r 0 ͑rather than a 0 ) was kept constant in the process. This is so because when the cosmological radius ␣ →ϱ, the geometry approaches Schwarzschild's spacetime and the contribution from the cosmological horizon in Eq. ͑45͒ becomes negligible both because c →0 and because the low-energy modes emanating from the cosmological horizon have to ''travel a longer distance'' through the potential barrier to reach the source. As a result, these modes are mostly scattered back, and contribute very little to the total response. However, the explanation is much more subtle when we consider ␣→ϱ with a 0 fixed. For 0Ͻ(a 0 )Ͻ1/2, the larger the ␣ the more the influence of the black hole overcomes that of the cosmic expansion. Thus, as ␣→ϱ, the ''left half'' of the curves in Fig. 4 should indeed converge to Schwarzschild for the same reasons pointed out above. Nevertheless, for 1/2 Ͻ(a 0 )Ͻ1 the convergence was not expected a priori because in this region r 0 Ͼ(2M ␣ 2 )
1/3 ӷ2M Ϸr h , i.e., the larger the ␣ the more the influence of the cosmic expansion overcomes that of the black hole. Indeed, by neglecting the terms M /r and M /r 2 in Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑8͒ and ͑41͒, we obtain f SdS (r)Ϸ f dS (r), ͉a SdS ͉Ϸa dS and V eff SdS (r)ϷV eff dS (r) ͑where ''͉. ͉'' is used here to comply with our convention according to which a SdS Ͻ0 in this region͒. Now, in this region, the zero-energy modes ingoing from the black hole are unable to interact with the source ͑as confirmed by an explicit numerical calculation omitted here͒, and thus the modes ingoing from the cosmological horizon dominate in Eq. ͑45͒. Ϫ4 , ϭ80 and the sum over l is performed up to lϭ8 ͑inclusive͔͒. In particular, (a 0 )ϭ0, (a 0 )ϭ1/2, and (a 0 )ϭ1 correspond to the cases where the source is at r 0 ϭr h , geodesic at r 0 ϭ(M ␣ 2 ) 1/3 , and at r 0 ϭr c , respectively. Note that R SdS approaches R Sch ͑bottom graph͒ as ␣ increases.
fact that R
SdS (a 0 ) → R Sch (a 0 ) everywhere when ␣→ϱ is a consequence of the ͑nontrivial͒ equivalence between the responses in Rindler and Schwarzschild spacetimes.
In Fig. 5 we compare R SdS with R dS ͓cf. Eq. ͑36͔͒, as a function of a 0 . We use the same convention as in Fig. 4 , but now, it is convenient to introduce another compactification variable ͓25͔: (a 0 )ϭ(r 0 Ϫr h )/(r c Ϫr h ), where r 0 ϭr 0 (a 0 ) is the source's radial position as a function of the proper acceleration obtained by inverting Eq. ͑8͒ ͑without ''͉ . ͉''͒. Note that, unlike , the variable depends on both M and ␣, which are fixed in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the various graphs correspond to the various l max values of the maximum l used to do the sum ͑45͒. Note that the sum converges very fast away from the horizons, but less so for the regions near them. Figure 5 clearly suggests that R SdS coincides with R dS near both horizons. That they should coincide near the cosmological horizon could be inferred from our discussion in Fig. 4 , but that they coincide in both horizons can be broadly understood from the fact that the SdS spacetime is isometric to Rindler spacetime near them. This becomes manifest after the change of coordinates r‫ۋ‬ h ϵ(2 h ) Ϫ1 ln͓f SdS (r)͔ and r‫ۋ‬ c ϵ(2 c ) Ϫ1 ln͓f SdS (r)͔, which allows one to recast the SdS line element near the black hole and cosmological horizons ͑apart from the angular piece͒ as respectively. Now, we recall that the same happens for de Sitter spacetime close to its horizon ͓cf. Eq. ͑39͔͒. As a result, R SdS (a 0 ) turns out to approach R dS (a 0 ) and both approach R M (a 0 )ϭq 2 a 0 /(4 2 ) ͓cf. Eqs. ͑36͒ and ͑37͔͒ at the horizons.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have quantized here a massless, conformally coupled scalar field in de Sitter and Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetimes. In both cases, the field interacts with a static scalar source. We have computed the response rates of this source interacting with the Hawking radiation described by the Euclidean vacuum ͑in the de Sitter case͒ and by the GibbonsHawking vacuum ͑in Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime͒. The comparison of the responses ͑as functions of the proper acceleration of the source͒ shows, in particular, that the equivalence obtained in ͓6͔ between the responses of a static source outside a Schwarzschild black hole ͑with the Unruh vacuum͒ and of a uniformly accelerated source in Minkowski spacetime ͑with the inertial vacuum͒ was not reproduced here, i.e., the introduction of a cosmological constant breaks the original equivalence.
Although the responses in de Sitter and SdS spacetimes ͑with the respective vacua͒ do not coincide, in general, very near the black hole and cosmological horizons they are indeed equivalent. It is so because in both these regions the source is expected to behave as if it were uniformly accelerated in Minkowski spacetime, in the inertial vacuum. We have also recovered everywhere the response of a static source in Schwarzschild spacetime ͑with the Unruh vacuum͒ from our response in SdS spacetime as the cosmological constant vanishes. We have shown that this is a direct consequence of the nontrivial equivalence found in ͓6͔. is plotted as a function of (a 0 ) ͑with M ϭ2, ␣ϭ20 and 0 ϭ10 Ϫ4 ). Here l max denotes the largest l used in performing the sum ͑45͒. (a 0 )ϭ0 and (a 0 )ϭ1 correspond to the cases where the source is at r 0 ϭr h and at r 0 ϭr c , respectively.
